City of Belle Meade TENNESSEE
Belle Meade Police Department
Charles Williams, Chief of Police
4705 Harding Road  Nashville TN 37205  615-297-0241  Fax 615-297-0044

Incidents Occurring in or Near the City of Belle Meade
May 3, 2021 to May 9, 2021
Date

Incident

Address

Description

05-03-2021

Suspicious Person

Jackson Blvd

We received a call about a male subject in
the area going door to door. It turned out
to be a solicitor and he was given a warning

05-03-2021

Assist Other Agency

4400 Block of Warner Pl

We responded to a medical call to assist
the Nashville Fire Department.

05-03-2021

LPR/Stolen Vehicle

Harding Rd & Jackson Blvd

We received a LPR hit on a stolen vehicle.
The vehicle was traveling east on Harding
Road but had left the area before we arrived.

05-04-2021

Assist Other Agency

100 Block of Page Rd

We assisted Metro Nashville PD with a
possible stolen truck but after talking to the
owner, it was found out that his son had
come by and took the vehicle home.

05-05-2021

Assist Other Agency

100 Block of Lafayette Court

We assisted Metro Nashville PD with a
possible burglary in progress. It turned
out to be a maintenance man on the roof.

05-05-2021

Officer Investigation

Woodmont Blvd & Sugartree

We responded to an abandoned motorcycle
which we checked to see if it was stolen and
it was not stolen.

05-05-2021

Officer Investigation

Cornwall & Belle Meade Blvd

We responded to an unresponsive driver.
The driver was transported to St Thomas
West Hospital and issued a misdemeanor
Citation for Driving Under the Influence.

05-07-2021

Suspicious Vehicle

Honeywood Dr

We looked for a private trash company
truck that was speeding in the area.
The vehicle was gone before our arrival.

05-07-2021

Officer Investigation

300 Block of Sutherland Ave.

We responded to a possible vandalism
call. The front glass door was shattered.
The residents called back the next day and
advised that the lawn care personnel had
shattered it with a rock and was taking care
of clean-up and replacement.

05-08-2021

Suspicious Vehicle

200 Block of Sunnyside Dr

They were possibly trying to take the
complainant’s dog. The vehicle was gone
on our arrival.

05-08-2021

Assisted Other Agency

4400 Block of Chickering Lane

We assisted Metro Nashville Fire Dept. with
a gas leak. The fire department turned the
gas off and the gas company was called.

Be sure to lock your residence and use your security system.
1. Remove valuables from your vehicle, place items in the trunk or out of sight in the vehicle. Then be
sure to lock your vehicle, regardless of locations.
2. Be aware of your surroundings when leaving home/other areas and while walking to vehicle.

This information is provided to the residents of the City of Belle Meade for safety information only!

